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 Mansht feature is a mountain and lime landform located in east Ilam province. This has 
provided the zone of high Zagros with suitable conditions for Karst transformations. 
The study has an attempt to examine the estate of the effective variables performance in 
particular climate and structural characteristics as dominant independent variables in 
Karst features and their effects on sinkholes formation in the zone as well as detecting 
Karst geomorphologic features. Field examinations and laboratory works on satellite 
images to determine the structural characteristics and effective climate conditions with 
the measurements done for the zone under study showed that the effect of the zone 
landform is effective in positioning the sinkholes and their dispersion yet the effect is in 
form of secondary and indirect impacts so that the landform first affects the fractions 
and faults directly and then the fractions and faults also affect the formation state of 
Karst sinkholes features. Climate conditions and field studies demonstrated that the 
zone sinkholes occupy high heights 2400m implying the effect of height gradient and as 
a result its role in more suitable and high moisture conditions for Karst landforms 
development and transformation of Kabirkoh zone. In reflex and thermal bands 
assessing ETM are detected using inaccurate and fuzzy logic models in detecting 
temperature  ranges  where  their  Karst  features   have   more   suitable  conditions  for 
 transformation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
For the solubility of carbonate rocks, rock type is effective in carbonate rocks transformation. Karst 

structures control is not limited to valleys per se. In fact, in many galleries, caves also follow the main fraction 
processes of the zone. In an article as "Karst landscapes transformation" and regarding the significance of lime 
surfaces chemical decomposition in large-scale, Kafman. Considers river and chemical processes (based on the 
landscape transformation model). Important and equal in the extent of lime landscape transformation and 
dissolution on the ground and studied it. 

Expressing the complexity of determining the beginning and end of Karst systems life, Bosak in an article –
highlights the complexity of these studies. He believes that Karst transformation is specially affected by existing 
conditions, geographical and geological status experienced by the rock. In an article as "establishing and 
implementing Krast database in Minnesota zone (sinkholes analysis and dispersion), Gao et al provided 
information in a Karst feature database (KFD) in Minnesota by directing the existing theories regarding the 
sinkholes dispersion and formation and managed the sinkholes by conducting the nearest neighbor analysis in 
different scales. – in an article as "simplified plot of Karsting and the relationship between sinkhole and cave in 
Tenesi" –provided a determining index in Karst bearing and Karst formation as sinkholes index. Bosak (2008) – 
in an article as "Karst process and time" –address the issue that time (in a particular form) can have an impact in 
Karst transformation besides other factors (including geographical and geological conditions of the rocks).   

Waele in an article as an introduction into current Karst geomorphologic transformations on the ground and 
underground –addressed Karst phenomenon so that where dissolution processes in bedrock impose odd and 
different morphology on ground features, they are controlled by other factors. 

Today, cause of the importance of thermal remote sensing in environmental studies, many researchers 
considers pilot studies regarding thermal remote sensing as necessary. Information about drainage pattern, soil 
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recession, geology and fault can be gained via thermal image (Kahle et al, 1984:16). Soil surface temperature 
frequencies analysis provides information regarding the soil depth characteristics. However, to quantitative 
analysis of temperature, atmospheric and materials radiation power effects of the surface must be considered as 
a significant factor in developing Karst. In the meantime, 

 
The Zone under Study: 

The zone under study is located east mountain hill composing a part of high Zagros Kabirkoh the 
geographical coordinates of 46', 35  to 46', 45  eastern length and 33', 25  to 33', 35  of the northern width 
(Figure 1).  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: Location of the study  
 

Methodology: 
Since studying Karsts features requires a great deal of information with high accuracy, so topographic and 

geological plots of the zone were studied and during the field operation there are Karst landforms and sinkholes 
in form of sinking bowls with a few times to over 1300m diameter and a typical depth ranging from less than 
one meter to hundreds of meters  Using geographical placing system (GPS) the place of feature forming was 
determined and imaged, they were also evaluated structurally. The data used in this study include: 

1- Aerial photographs of the study area (scale 1:20000) 
2- Satellite image of Mansht from landsat gauge on 27.08.2007 
3- geological plot (1:100000) of Iran geology organization 
4- topography plots of plotting organization (scale 1:25000) 
5- geographical status of the springs using GPS 
6- Using remote sensing capability and GIS to assess the relationship between sinkholes formation using 

compass and direct measurement of systematic fractures in different points of the zone and Rose diagram of 
fractures and cracks were prepared using rockwork software. Here, landset data of Varzarin feature dated on 
27.08.2007 was use and after implementing radiometric corrections to eliminate atmospheric and geometric 
effects, visual data was there to be processed. 
 
The Effect of Structural Factors and Karst Formation: 

Fractures are considered as the main factor of secondary porosity development and permeability of the 
rocks, because they destruct basic intact composition of the rock and create fragmented areas providing the 
possibility of water permeation and dissolution development of ground channels. Most fractures are resulted 
from tectonic forces yet sometimes from weathering and mechanical breakdown. In addition to solubility, 
permeability is considered as a significant factor. The main permeability factor of carbonate rocks includes their 
cracks and crevices. Lime stones – in particular when are in mass and thick forms – are very fragile. Stones 
fractures as a result of tectonic movements are among the important factors of Karst formation operating 
horizontally and vertically (Milanovich, 1981, p40). Controlling Karst features are not limited to valleys only, in 
fact, caves also follow the main fracture processes of the zone in many galleries. 
 
Result: 

Among the most important geomorphologic phenomena in Karst areas are sinkholes. Many features are 
mainly formed along with the zone faults in the zone under study (Figure2). Long diameters of some of the 
holes are formed along layering levels which are of particular importance. The relationship between the 
sinkholes and the zone faults range was studied in field assessments and also using aerial photos and topography 
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plots for 600 holes out of which 200 holes were selected to be compared to faults formed in limes .because the 
effects of layering is barely seen in them. The range of the holes is northwest-southeast hut since the zone has 
experienced complicated tectonic past, the holes resulted from climate conditions and mechanical and 
dissolution decompositions can also be observed indicating the absence of certain direction in their formation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: The Direction of faults in the zone under study 
 
The Direction of Fractions and Zagros Structural Process: 

Most fractures in the zone under study have a direction of N450E, N35E, and N380W. Regarding the 
general process of Zagros folds, the three fraction groups can be interpreted as follow: 

1- considering N30E as oblique fractions cause of being located obliquely to the general process of 
Zagros folding 

2- considering N35E among transversal extended fractions cause of being perpendicularly located toward 
general Zagros folding process 

3- ConsideringN40W among longitudinal fractions cause of having similar process to Zagros folding. The 
obvious is the absence of sufficient match between the fractions long diameter and the type of fraction systems 
measured (Figure2).  

 
Non-Monitored Classification using Fuzzy Method: 

Digital classification is based on different phenomena spectral difference on different spectral bands, but it 
does not mean that each phenomenon can be distinguished on any band. Pilot zones are not used as 
classification basis in non-monitored classification method and the samples are created based on the spectral 
similarities of pixels. Fuzzy sharing is based on fussy theory including the location of the members in a group of 
maximum sharing degree (%100) to non-sharing (%0). Fuzzy logic in satellite images are conducted considering 
pixels having high correlation which the method improves the accuracy of classification in different bands for 
detecting various features. Non-monitored classification was conducted on thermal band image using fuzzy 
method to detect Karst sinkholes and the output plot is two-layer with the whole sinkholes locating in the first 
layer. 

 
Monitored Classification using Fuzzy Method: 

Digital data of remote sensing provides better chances for classification and interpretation of the 
phenomena comparing to visual interpretation. Monitored classification requires previous information and 
recognition of phenomena related to data.  In the method a number of pixels selected as the indicator and sample 
and given to the computer through software. Pilot samples are in the Karst areas (sinkhole) with lower 
temperatures comparing to their surrounding environment cause of moisture permeation in seasonal atmospheric 
precipitation. In the meantime, wavelength of pilot samples on thermal band of ETM images as the effective 
parameter in sorting the classes over the whole image. In this part, operating the nearest neighbor order was 
carried out using fuzzy method. 
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Fig. 2: Monitored Classification using Fuzzy Method 
 

Principle Components Analysis: 
To study a certain subject of a community, p characteristics or criteria must generally be considered. The 

characteristics might be dependent; yet not having the same amount of data and in fact some of them might be 
extra. Obviously, this results in information and resources loss in analyzing the data. So, the characteristics must 
be selected that really distinguish a society from another. And the characteristics with lower distinguishing 
ability must be set aside which is not easy to do. On the other hand, we can consider P linear combination of P 
characteristics and then select the best distinguishing ones among them. This would be done more feasibly if the 
conversions are done in a way as not to create P linear correlation functions, because then each of the 
characteristics express different aspects of data and we can remove the functions reflecting less changes and just 
keep the functions with greater variance. The P components of the uncorrelated linear function are called 
principle components and their study is known as component analysis. 

Principle component analysis has significant importance in interpreting digital data of remote sensing. The 
most significant advantages of PCA are collecting and concentrating the information from different phenomena 
in a number of bands with lower components, namely, PCA is widely used in eliminating extra data. PCA can 
be used in compressing the information existing in a number of bands (like seven TM bands) into 2 or 3 
converted bands. The ability to reduce the dimensions, namely, the data and bands analyzed for producing 
useful results are significant both time- and cost-wise. In this step, to evaluate the thermal image, three thermal 
zones are determined on thermal images of the zone under study using PCA order and the features are located in 
one of the thermal zones. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.1. Principle Components Analysis 
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By providing the thermal plot of the zone under study and studying the spatial distribution of Karst features 

(spring, sinkhole(Fig.3a ,3b and3c), cave, lapih) in the zone and assessing the role of temperature as one of the 
significant and effective climate parameters in forming and Karst geomorphology transformations of the 
landforms formed in the zones having less temperature comparing to its environment and the effect has an 
impact based on the special conditions Karsts have at the surface and below the surface. The issue can be 
observed and interpreted by caves distribution and formation as landforms whose transformations are affected 
by temperature and moisture conditions over and below the surface. In the mean time, the zone faults cannot be 
ignored as effective factors in Karst transformation. 

 

 
Fig. 3:a,b,c, sinkhole in area of study  

 
Discussion and Conclusion: 

Karst phenomenon transformation of Kabirkoh zone of Karst basins of northwest part of Varzarin feature is 
more severe. A study and structural analysis show that tectonic plays a role in formation and transformation of 
Karst feature in the zone. Tectonic structures (type, fault and fractions system) control the zone morphology. 
Faults activity results in the formation of the landforms such as fault cliff, lineal valleys, fault springs and their 
activities lead to drainage network transformation in the zone. Comparing the faults range to sinkholes range 
located inside the zone shows the efficacy of the factor on the feature formation, to approve the matter long 
diameter of 200 sinkholes were measured and recorded via field observations. The range of fractions in the zone 
were determined and resulting Rosediagramwas represented which the range of sinkholes has maximum 
frequency with N 30 W direction and by determining 3 general classes for extended, oblique and longitudinal 
fractions in the zone, faults and fractions show maximum frequency with N40W direction which is of 
longitudinal fractions types in the zone that results from comparing the direction of the sinkholes to fractions 
direction shows a great correlation with the direction of faults and fractions of the zone. In the mean time, 
transformations of some features like caves occurred affecting by the faults and tectonic factors, however, the 
effect of topography factor cannot be forgotten and concentration and direction of the zone landforms are 
controlled by topography factors.  

During the course of satellite image processing (reflection and thermal bands ETM) and running the 
required orders and analysis (image fusion) for image resolution and detecting transformed Karst features 
(sinkholes) and fuzzy non/monitored classifications as well as images classification using PCA and thermal 
assessments of the zone under study and comparing the formation status of the features and their transformation 
show that temperature as an important factor in creating Karst features has a direct relationship with PCA and 
by considering the fact that sinkholes are transformed landforms with a sensible temperature difference 
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comparing to their surrounding lands and it is possible to detect the features using thermal bands of satellite 
images and carrying out respective techniques. 
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